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Abstract
How can heuristics and biases improve the design of se-
curity technologies to leverage end-user behaviors? This
position paper argues both for the importance of this
question, and the specific identified examples. We dis-
cuss the limitations and criticisms of a heuris- tics and
biases approach to understanding human behavior. We
introduce some emerging theories in social-psychology
that are more quantitative, and thus can be both predic-
tive as well as descriptive. Our work is in response to the
use of a rational actor model in computer security, which
prescribes normative outcomes to individual preferences.
How- ever, observed behaviors consistently deviate from
these normative prescriptions. These errors are typi-
cally attributed to biases that under-lie a decision-making
paradigm based in quick and dirty heuristics compared to
an algorithmic and accurate approach. Typical investiga-
tions based in bounded rationality have focused on per-
verse incentives for end users to underinvest in security
and privacy. Here we argue for a different perspective to
bounded rationality, one that build upon it as a founda-
tional tool rather than an obstacle that must be avoided.1

1 Introduction

Anderson [2] demonstrated that security risks are me-
diated not only through technology but also by the in-
centives that individuals and institutions have to protect
themselves and others (and the lack thereof) [14]. Ex-
plorations based in expected utility have been conducted
for both security and privacy risks. These have provided
valuable insight into areas such as stakeholder invest-
ment in secure technologies [35].

The theory of the rational actor, though reasonably
successful for studying markets, has been limited in its

1Reference as V. Garg, and L. Jean Camp,“Heuristics and Biases:
Implications for Security Design”, IEEE Technology & Society, Mar.
2013

ability to predict or describe individual decision-making
[37]. Conundrums such as the privacy paradox are dif-
ficult to address with a model that presupposes a ratio-
nal actor [15]. Similar dichotomies between attitudes
and behaviors have been observed in the physical world
and have been better addressed through behavioral mod-
els [22]. The ideal rational actor has thus paved for the
behavioral concept of bounded rationality [24].

A behavioral approach to security and privacy has pre-
viously been explored [1, 10, 19, 36]. Its application un-
derlies but is not the primary contribution of this work.
While several of these papers discuss underlying heuris-
tics and biases that facilitate bounded rationality in de-
cision making, they primarily illustrate the fallibility of
human judgement. In this paper, we examine how these
heuristics and/or biases can enable better decisions on-
line. We expand the discourse by applying the limita-
tions and the criticisms of this approach that have been
the subject of several papers in the psychology commu-
nity.

Section 2 introduces the theory of the rational actor
and provides background on the deviations from norma-
tive behavior that led to the development of bounded
rationality paradigm under prospect theory. Section 3
introduces several heuristics and biases and their appli-
cation in the security domain. Section 4 discusses the
limitations and criticisms of bounded rationality as well
as introduces emerging theories in the socio-psychology
domain that are more quantitative, i.e. are predictive as
opposed to bounded rationality, which is primarily de-
scriptive. Section 5 concludes.

2 Normative Decision Frames

Expected utility theory implies an algorithmic approach
to decision-making that presupposes rational choice.
However, this idealized model is not always realized
by a real world rational actor, as carefully documented
by Kahneman and Tversky in their seminal work [11].
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Actors’ deviations from the normative model limits the
descriptive and predictive ability of theories based in a
paradigm of rationality. Kahenman et al. [11] approach
decision-making as the risk of choosing between two
gambles or prospects. They reported three scenarios
where observed behavior differed from that prescribed
by expected utility theory2:

1. Certainty Effect: There are two possible outcomes
A and B. In A the participant has the opportunity to
win a high amount with a small probability, while in
B the participant has the opportunity to win a small
amount with a high probability.
A(500, 0.1) B(50, 1.0)
The expected value from both A and B is quanti-
tatively equal, i.e. a gain of $50. According to ex-
pected utility theory neither of the outcomes should
be preferred. However, when this choice presented
to participants in an experimental setting, most par-
ticipants prefer B over A. Thus, when presented
with a small certain gain as opposed to a large prob-
able gain, participants choose the smaller certain
gain with the equal expected value.

2. Reflection Effect: As in the previous case study,
there are two possible outcomes A and B. In A the
participant can suffer a big loss with a small prob-
ability, while in B the participant can suffer a small
loss with a high probability.
A(500, 0.1) B(50, 1.0)
As in the previous case study the expected value
from both A and B is quantitatively equal, i.e. a loss
of $50. However, participants overwhelmingly pre-
fer outcome A over B. Thus, when presented with a
larger probable loss as opposed to a smaller certain
loss, participants choose the larger probable loss
with the same expected value.

3. Isolation Effect: Consider a two stage game. In
stage 1, the probability of losing the game and win-
ning nothing is 0.75. The probability of moving to
stage 2 is 0.25. There are two outcomes possible for
stage 2, A1 and B1.
A1(400, 0.8) B1(300, 1.0)
Taking into account stage 1, the probability of win-
ning $400 is 0.8*0.25=0.20 and that of $300 is
1.0*0.25= 0.25. Thus, the real choice is between
A2 and B2.
A2(400, 0.2) B2(300, .25)
If the outcomes are presented as a one stage choice
participants prefer the former outcome of winning
$400 with probability 0.2. However, if the out-
comes are presented as a two stage game partic-

2The notation to denote a choice is presented as A($x, p), where
outcome a consists of obtaining $x with probability p (0<1)

ipants prefer the latter outcome of winning $300
with probability 0.25. Thus, we witness a prefer-
ence reversal when the same choice is presented
in two different forms. It has been suggested that
when the game is presented in two stages partici-
pants do not take into account the first stage. This is
rationalized since the first stage is common to both
outcomes. If this assumption is true, then in the
two stage game participants perceive the game as
a choice between (400, 0.8) and (300, 1.0). Thus,
just like in the first case study, it becomes a choice
between a larger probable gain and a smaller cer-
tain gain. As noted in the first case study, par-
ticipants will choose the smaller certain gain over
larger probable loss. Notice that utility theory pre-
dicts the converse as the expected value is higher.

3 Heuristics and Biases

Given the deviations from expected utility theory, it was
posited that people are not rational decision-making ma-
chines. Rather, they are bounded in their rationality
[25, 26]. Instead of being algorithmic and accurate we
use heuristics that are quick and dirty mechanisms of
decision-making [31]. While heuristics provide a per-
formance upgrade in terms of being quicker, this comes
at the cost of accuracy, i.e. heuristics make us suscepti-
ble to making mistakes or biases. Here we outline sev-
eral heuristics and biases that play a dominant role in our
decision-making process:

3.1 Framing
If we combine certainty effect with reflection effect we
get ‘framing’. In the example above, the choice or gam-
ble being presented is the same each time, i.e. the ex-
pected value of the outcome is $50 each time. However,
the probable outcome is preferred over the determinis-
tic version when the prospect is framed as a loss. This
preference is reversed when the outcome is framed as a
gain. This has significant implications for individual se-
curity investment. Security investment for an end user
is currently framed as a definite loss, while the risk of
not investing in security is a probable loss [19]. Con-
sider the alternative framing. The gain from investing in
secure technologies and protecting IT resources is prob-
able, while the gain from investing those same resources
in an alternate locale is deterministic. For example, an
individual may choose to buy a bigger monitor than buy
antivirus. Similarly an organization may want hire an
extra IT support than invest in intrusion detection tech-
nology. Thus, individual actors will choose not to invest
in secure technologies under the constraints of bounded
rationality.
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This preference reversal based on the decision frame
was first noticed by Tversky et al. [32]. This effect has
been further investigated by several researchers [18, 21].
Rothman et al. [18] discuss the implications of fram-
ing in improving health behaviors. They found that
actions which prevent threats were seen as safe, while
those that detect threats were seen as risky. In their
study safe behaviors were encouraged through a gain
frame, while risky behaviors are encouraged though a
loss frame. In the security domain, patching prevents
malware from exploiting software vulnerabilities. End
users should be presented information regarding patch-
ing as a gain. Thus, end users can be told that patching
would keep their computer running fast and the software
cutting edge. On the other hand antivirus detects the
presence of malware. Hence, antivirus installation and
periodic scans are arguably encouraged by presenting the
information in a loss avoidance frame. For example, end
users can be told that if that without antivirus they are
much more likely to lose their data.

3.2 Assimilation and Contrast

In the previous section we argued that providing the ap-
propriate decision frame is important. Schwarz et al. [21]
find that the wrong decision-frame can encourage deci-
sion making counter to the intended nature of the com-
munication. Thus, if the information is not presented
appropriately it may encourage users to be more risky
than they would be otherwise. When an actor acts in
valence with the communication, they demonstrate as-
similation effects [8]. However, if they act counter to the
intended goal of the communication, they demonstrate
contrast effects [5]. In general, if the information pro-
vided is used to judge a category it leads to assimilation
effects. However, if it is used to judge a specific member
of the group it leads to contrast effects. For example, the
example of a specific corrupt lawyer may decrease the
general opinion of lawyers, but might also lead to an im-
proved opinion of a specific lawyer, such as our personal
lawyer. Thus, telling users that clicking on online ban-
ner ads might install malware on their systems may make
them suspicious of pop-ups in general but might increase
their trust in specific banner ads. Users may then be more
susceptible to ads that suggest that they have discovered
malware on the user’s computer, e.g. figure 13.

Similarly, there may be implications for email-based
scams. Herr et al. [8] found that participants, when
primed with moderate exemplars and asked to judge am-
biguous stimuli demonstrated assimilation effects. How-
ever, contrasts effects were seen when unambiguous
stimuli were judged or when participants were primed
with extreme exemplars. Thus, when participants are

3http://velocity93.blogspot.com/2010/08/
malware.html

Figure 1: Typical Malware Pop-up pretending to be a
Malware remover.

shown extreme exemplars of email scams such as 419
scams, they may become more trustworthy of less ex-
treme examples such as generic phishing emails. In gen-
eral, priming with a stereotype generates assimilation
[3], while priming with an exemplar generates contrasts
[5]. For example, priming with a professor stereotype
led participants to perform better on trivia, while prim-
ing with Einstein degraded performance. Thus, priming
with the general example of a security guru might lead
to safer behaviors online, while priming with a specific
example such as Ron Rivest might lead to excessive risk
taking. If we account for the decision frame a more effec-
tive analogy may be explored. For example, priming the
user with a generic unsafe end user might lead to more
unsafe behavior, however, priming with an extremely un-
safe user (such as a using the example of a specific victim
such as Sarah Palin) might lead to much safer behaviors.

3.3 Representativeness

Stereotypes, encouraging assimilation are an illustration
of the general power of representativeness. The compre-
hensive representativeness heuristic is based on the con-
junction fallacy [33]. One of the foundational results of
probability is that the probability of a conjunction, i.e.
P(A&B), can not be more than the probability of either
of it’s components, P(A) and P(B). However, intuitive
decision making leverages the representativeness heuris-
tic that results in decisions and estimates that consistently
violate this basic fact. For example, let us consider the
case of Linda who is good at math, introvert, diligent,
and unimaginative. The probability of Linda being an
accountant as well as a historian can not be greater than
that her just being a historian. However, people system-
atically report the former probability to be higher. Repre-
sentativeness can also get people to disregard base rates.
For example, in a class of 100 student there are 30 boys
and 70 girls. Student A is a computer nerd, has never had
a girlfriend and loves Star Trek. These are attributes may
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usually be attributed to a nerdy boy in his teens. Thus,
even though the probability of Student A being a girl is
higher (0.7) than that of being a boy (0.3), individuals
will give an estimate that is higher than the base rate on
these conjoined probabilities.

Similarly, while the number of legitimate emails ask-
ing for personal information is much lower than phishing
emails, the former may appear higher depending upon
how well the phishing email has been crafted. Consid-
ering the example of pop-ups, e.g. fig 1, there are ar-
guably no pop-ups that provide legitimate antivirus ser-
vices. However, the probability of one being accurate is
heightened by how well the pop up resembles real an-
tivirus softwares. This can become a major issue when
security indicators are used incorrectly [29]. It may be
easier for phishing websites to appear legitimate by mis-
using security indicators, such as the lock sign (e.g. fig-
ure 2).

Figure 2: A well placed lock sign may inspire a sense of
trust and hence security, even absent critical indicators
such as https.

3.4 Availability
Like representativeness, the availability heuristic acts
upon probability judgements of likelihood of a risk to
occur. In general, people tend to rate the probability of
a risk to be high if the ease of recalling an instance of
that risk is easy and low if it is difficult. For example,
Sherman et al. [23] asked participants in their study to
rate the ease with which they could imagine contracting
a particular disease. They found that the ease of imagina-
tion was correlated with participants perceived probabil-
ity of contracting the disease. Thus, people may be more
scared of terrorism than food poisoning, even though sta-
tistically people are more likely to die of food poison-
ing than of terrorism4. Thus, heavily publicized risks are
more salient in human imagination rather than the more
threatening one. This impinges not only on individual
decision-making but can also guide public policy and in-
vestment.

This has several implications in the security domain.
In general, when security works best then nothing hap-
pens. The lack of incidence is not a salient event that
can be made readily available. This also means that peo-
ple will find it easier to remember identity theft rather
than the mechanisms, e.g. phishing, that underlie iden-
tity theft. This heuristic is also leveraged in phishing
and other spoofing attacks. In general, phishing websites

4This is based on a US only perspective.

differ from their legitimate counterparts in small details.
However, small details are not as easily available to the
decision-maker and hence they may not look for them
and become a victim. This is further complicated by
belief perseverance [17], i.e. if a person believes a hy-
pothesis A, they will continue to hold that hypothesis as
true simply because it is salient. When end users go to a
banking website, they believe that they are going to the
desired location. They might maintain this belief even
after encountering several visual cues that the website is
indeed fraudulent.

Availability can, however, be used to design better risk
communication. Koehler [13] found that if a person is
asked to imagine a hypothesis as being true, it increases
their confidence in the truthfulness of that hypothesis. In
the security domain, many times users are told that the
website they are navigating to is insecure and ask the
user to reconsider their decision. Thus, instead of sim-
ply suggesting that a website is insecure, users might be
asked to imagine that the website is insecure and the re-
sulting implications. This would increase the perceived
salience of the risk and may lead to safer behaviors.

Availability can also be leveraged by public relations
campaigns in the form of public service announcements
or media coverage of security incidents. Increased cov-
erage of risks such as Facebook fired5 would make the
risk more easily accessible and thus available to the end
user. This might discourage users from sharing informa-
tion on Facebook. Information sharing on Facebook is
further impinged by availability. In general, Facebook or
any site that wants the user to share their information ad-
vertises the benefits of information sharing. Thus, even
though the users may be aware of the risks, they only pay
attention to the benefits as these are more salient. Fur-
ther, risk communication may cause the user to reflect on
why they chose to share the information and thus make
it appear more beneficial that it truly is, i.e. belief perse-
verance. However, this can be alleviated by asking the
users to generate a counter hypothesis and explanation
[28]. Thus, end users should be asked to generate the
benefits of sharing less information or the risks of shar-
ing more information. This hypothesis generation and
explanation would make the risks of information sharing
more salient.

3.5 Affect
The affect heuristic refers to the general feeling that a
person may have towards a certain action. It differs from
the previously described heuristics in not being cogni-
tive, rather affect deals with emotions [27]. For exam-

5http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/07/
26/fired-over-facebook-posts_n_659170.html#
s118586&title=Juror_Dismissed_After
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ple, a person may choose to buy one car over another
not based on performance or price, but purely because
they find it more attractive. Another example is the dif-
ference in increased happiness or sadness when a person
wins or loses. Say the choice is between winning $50 or
losing $50. Since the expected value of the gain or loss
is the same, the gain should lead to the same increase in
happiness as witnessed by the loss in terms of increase
in sadness. However, the affect heuristic cause us to be
more wary of losses than accepting of gains. Thus, win-
ning $50 is less joyful than losing the same amount is
painful.

Schwarz [20] noted that people may attribute current
affective states to an evaluation irrespective of valence.
Thus, people may rate their overall satisfaction with their
lives higher on sunny days as compared to rainy days.
This effect can be alleviated by making the source of af-
fect explicit, e.g. they can be asked about local weather
earlier. In general, good moods may lead to positive eval-
uation, while bad moods may lead to negative evalua-
tion. Affect can impinge availability and vice versa [12].
Keller et al. found that perceived risk was greater when
participants were presented with risk information for 30
years as compared to one year. Thus, it may be better to
provide aggregate financial loss due to phishing for sev-
eral years than just one.

Positive affect impinges cognitive flexibility [9]. In
general, better moods increase a person’s ability to re-
trieve, store, and process information. Thus, designers
of security risk communication should ensure that it does
not create undue anxiety or negative affect in the recipi-
ent. This can be critical for older adults who have lower
cognitive plasticity than younger adults and have lower
technical literacy. This reflects the previous discussion
of loss and gain in framing from Section 3.1.

4 Limitations and Criticisms

The concept of bounded rationality is based on observed
deviations from normative probabilistic prescriptions.
This premise was challenged in a paper by Gigerenzer
[7]. He argued that the experiments conducted by so-
cial psychologists typically evaluate single events. He
argues not that particular biases are incorrect but that
they can not be subject to measurement. For example,
an experiment in the security domain might ask a partic-
ipant the probability of an email being a phishing email
or legitimate. Since this is a single event a frequentist6

would argue that probability and statistics are not appli-
cable. He noted, for example, that the conjunction bias
disappeared (or reduced drastically) when the problem

6Probability is defined by the frequency of observed outcomes over
an infinite number of trials.

was framed in terms of frequency. He also argued that
base-rate neglect could be alleviated if the participants
were ensured of random sampling. An opposing view
to a frequentist outlook to probability is subjectivist or
bayesian. Gigerenzer [7] states that for subjectivists ‘ra-
tionality is identified with the internal consistency of sub-
jective probabilities’. Thus, he argues, the outlook un-
der which the observed discrepancy between stated and
prior probabilities can be considered an error or devia-
tion from a normative model is very narrow; it naively
assumes that good decision-making consists of applying
Baye’s theorem to real life choices.

Tversky and Kahneman replied to criticism by not-
ing that most heuristics and biases had very little to with
probability judgements [34]. They also cite several stud-
ies that demonstrate base rate neglect despite frequency
based framing, e.g. [30]. They further comment that the
difference in preferences for frequency framed vs. proba-
bility framed is acknowledged by framing effect. Finally,
they argue against the notion of subjective probabilities
as learned frequencies; several investigations note errors
despite the presence of relevant frequency data.

Heuristics and biases have additional limitations.
There is neither a general theory, nor a model that ex-
plains the underlying cognitive processes. Thus, it is
unclear which heuristics dominate the decision-making
process under what context. In general, one can only
provide a post-hoc explanation for an observed effect.
These limitations are addressed by two emerging theories
in social-psychology: (1) Decision Field Theory (DFT)
[4], and (2) Quantum Information Processing Theory
(QIPT)[16].

Both expected utility theory and prospect theory qual-
ify the preference amongst outcomes. However, neither
measures the strength of those outcomes. Thus, they do
not account for deliberation time for preference forma-
tion. DFT was thus introduced by Busemeyer et al. [4]
as a stochastic dynamic theory of decision making under
risk. Deliberation process can be important in security
and privacy risks as these are usually not the primary
goal of the end user. Thus, given two strategies to en-
courage risk averse behavior in end users, the one more
likely to succeed is the one that requires smaller deliber-
ation time. DFTs based modeling provides a framework
for such evaluation.

QIPT unlike previous theories, which were based in
classic probability theory, leverages quantum probability
models. A key property of quantum models is that the
probability of a conjunction can be higher than that of its
components. Thus, quantum probabilities appropriately
model several systematic errors explained by prospect
theory. They are limited by requirement for an appro-
priate Hilbert Space and Hamiltonian [16].
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5 Conclusion

Research in social-psychology observes and explains
systematic errors by decision-makers. These errors have
been identified as a problem in security design. We argue
that such finds should instead be encouraging insights
that inform security designs for risk averse decision mak-
ing by end user. It is critical to remember that bounded
rationality serves well and fails only in specific cases.
Thus, bounded rationality should not present the decision
maker in a negative light, rather it should be treated as a
design constraint when provisioning for security in infor-
mation systems. There are existing examples of research
that demonstrate the usefulness of heuristics based de-
cisions when leveraged appropriately [6]. This can be
further informed by emerging theories such as QiFT and
DFT that facilitate modeling of end user behavior.
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